
Protect Your Web Activity With This DPN And Firewall
 

Not using a VPN is like leaving your front door unlocked and expecting your family and

belongings to stay safe from prowlers. An unprotected network leaves your connected

devices - from smartphones to IoT gadgets - susceptible to cybersecurity threats. In fact,

protecting your online activity is so crucial that tech companies like Microsoft are building

VPNs into their browsers.
 

If you don’t want anyone to peek at your online presence, consider the Deeper Connect Mini,

a decentralized private network (DPN) and firewall hardware. Unlike many VPNs, you don’t

need to pay a subscription fee. Instead, simply purchase the device for $349, and you can

enjoy the web anonymously for life.
 

With the Deeper Connect Mini, you can secure your devices with a seven-layer firewall to

keep harmful content at bay. In addition, it uses a decentralized network, meaning you have

total control over your data and searches. So, your info remains private and protected locally

instead of on a centralized server susceptible to threats. Another safety bonus: The one-click

parental controls could prevent your kids from accessing dangerous web pages.
 

While this hardware can offer peace of mind, it also lets you access global content, even if a

website or streaming platform is unavailable in your region. Plus, Deeper Connect Mini can

block ads on any browser for seamless, uninterrupted web surfing. Lastly, this device is only

five inches wide and weighs under one pound, so you can bring it with you for improved

privacy and media consumption while traveling abroad.
 

Keep your data and your family safe with robust security functions at a one-time low cost.

You can purchase the Deeper Connect Mini Decentralized VPN and Firewall Hardware for

$349.
 

Prices subject to change.
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